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Abstract
For viable applications, spintronic devices based e.g. on domain wall motion need to be
highly reliable with stable magnetization states and highly reproducible switching pathways
transforming one state to another. The existence of multiple stable states and switching
pathways in a system is a denitive barrier for device operation, yet rare and stochastic
events are dicult to detect and understand. We demonstrate an approach to quantify competing magnetic states and stochastic switching pathways based on time-resolved scanning
electron microscopy with polarization analysis, applied to the technologically relevant control of vortex domain wall chirality via eld and curvature in curved wires. While being a
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pump-probe technique, our analysis scheme nonetheless allows for the disentanglement of
dierent occurring dynamic pathways and we can even identify the rare events leading to
changes from one magnetization switching pathway to another pathway via temperatureand geometry-dependent measurements. The experimental imaging is supported by micromagnetic simulations to reveal the mechanisms responsible for the change of the pathway.
Together the results allow us to explain the origin and details of the domain wall chirality control and to quantify the frequency and the associated energy barriers of thermally
activated changes of the states and switching pathways.
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For technological spintronic applications such as magnetic memories, 1 a high thermal stability of the magnetic states and control of their dynamics is required. In order to store or
process data in such a device it is necessary to switch the magnetization conguration of the
device with a high reliability between dierent states, which are themselves stable and thus
resilient against thermal perturbations. In the simplest case data is stored in a single domain
bit whose orientation can be switched by e.g. elds or currents. Here switching can occur
by coherent 2,3 or incoherent 4,5 magnetization rotation. However, a number of proposed applications are based on more complex magnetic states involving e.g. discs with vortices or
rings and wires with domain walls and for such mesoscopic structures switching in general
occurs via more complex processes like the nucleation of domains and domain wall motion. 6,7
For such devices, in particular the stray eld interaction between adjacent magnetic structures can also have an impact on the stability of the domains and the switching process
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reliability. 812 In general for devices based on domain wall (DW) propagation, various approaches to realize DW motion exist including manipulation via current-induced torques on
the magnetization. 13,14 However the most widely studied approach that is also employed in
commercially available sensors 15 remains nucleating and moving DWs via applied magnetic
elds. 16,17 There is also the possibility of so-called DW automotion without a driving eld
or current in wires with a width or curvature gradient. 18,19 Here the DWs travel along the
energy gradient to minimize their total energy, which can provide a relevant contribution to
the dynamics and switching. An understanding of magnetization switching pathways, DW
motion and spin-structure interactions is crucial for various applications such as proposed
spintronic memory devices, 1 DW logic 20,21 and sensors. 15,22 In general a high reliability of
the magnetization switching pathways and a high stability of the related spin structures is
a major criterion for the functionalization of these systems, however so far this could only
rarely be assessed in the experimental investigations. One example of a relevant potential
application is the case of chirality-encoded logic where the chirality of the propagating vortex
domain walls must be controlled with a high-degree of reproducibility. 21 Several approaches
to preferentially select a given chirality have been proposed, e.g. using electric elds 23,24
and tailoring of the geometry and applied eld 25 using edges, 26 notches 27 or using wire ends
as domain wall rectiers, 28 but the reliability of the approaches and thus their suitability
has mostly not been quantied. Apart from the technological potential there is also a high
scientic interest in understanding magnetic states and their dynamics. In particular the
investigation of changes of magnetic states and switching pathways due to thermal activation
allows for the quantication of energy barriers, which are so far unknown but also crucial
to assess the reliability. Especially curved nanowires are a strongly investigated and technologically relevant system showing complex DW dynamics like oscillating DW velocity 29
even below the Walker breakdown 30 and chiral eects induced by geometry. 31 The interest
in such curved systems has strongly increased in recent years with the emergence of the
burgeoning eld of curvilinear magnetism, 32,33 making such elements particularly exciting
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test-beds of new approaches to characterize magnetic devices. In particular, a number of
devices have also been proposed based on curved geometries including spin-based eld eect
transistors, 34,35 sensors, 36,37 logic 38 and memory devices. 39,40
In order to characterize magnetization switching and DW motion, magnetoresistance
measurements 17 are frequently employed, but this approach provides limited information
about the exact spin structure and switching process. This detailed spin conguration can
be obtained by high-resolution magnetic imaging. By using pump-probe techniques, even
dynamic imaging with high temporal resolution is possible. 41 However in general, pumpprobe imaging techniques average over many cycles, so that only reproducible magnetization
dynamics will give a signicant signal. As a result, rare events with a low probability
are not seen or detected and dierent switching pathways with comparable probability are
superimposed in the nal images. Therefore the data are dicult to interpret and are prone to
wrong interpretations. Nevertheless, such rare and competing switching pathways are exactly
the essential processes in any application since they limit device reliability and can ultimately
prevent a device from coming to the market. Here it is of paramount importance to develop
techniques that can quantify and understand exactly these processes, while having high
temporal resolution so that one can identify these competing magnetic states and switching
pathways and reveal the origin of changes between them. Conversely, the possibility for
tunable stochasticity in a system can even be exploited in applications such as neuromorphic
computing. 32
In this work we employ a specially adapted time-resolved scanning electron microscope
with polarization analysis 42,43 (SEMPA) to investigate the magnetic states and the magnetization dynamics of magnetic half-ring (HR) pairs as a prototypical device relevant geometry.
We show that through careful analysis of the data we are able to extract details of competing
dynamic switching processes from this pump-probe imaging technique. We identify dierent
occurring dynamic pathways, quantify their probabilities and control their prevalence via
temperature. Finally this allows us to quantify the energy barrier to change between the
4

dierent pathways. We perform micromagnetic simulations to understand the magnetization
switching within dierent pathways and in particular reveal the key processes leading to the
changes of the pathway that are thus governing the operation reliability.

Results and Discussion
Our magnetic structure is composed of two mesoscopic Ni80 Fe20 HRs with a width gradient,
as can be seen in Figure 1a). The fabrication and sample structure of the four half ring pairs
studied in detail (HR1HR4) is described in the Methods.
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Figure 1: a) SEM image of two Py HR pairs with dierent symmetry on a stripline. The
~ with current
experimental SEMPA setup and the generation of the magnetic eld pulses B
pulses j~e using an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) are indicated. b) Color-coded static
SEMPA image of HR1 before excitation. A vortex end domain structure is formed in the
wider end of each HR.
Figure 1b) shows a static color-coded magnetic image of HR1 before applying a eld to
it. The wider end of the wires is rectangular and forms a ux closure vortex end domain
structure to minimize the stray eld, 44 whereas the other end of the wire is tapered and does
not support such a spin structure. 45 The HRs exhibit two principal states at remanence.
The rst one, which is shown in Figure 1b), is a quasi-uniform state where, aside from the
end vortex, the magnetization tends to follow the curvature of the ring from one side to the
other as a result of shape anisotropy. The second is a half-onion state, 46 where a DW is
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additionally present in the structure. The states can be switched between each other via
the nucleation (or annihilation) of DWs, which due to the curvature can be generated in
the center of the HR via a transverse in-plane eld pulse. 6 Based on the chosen width and
thickness, vortex domain walls (VWs) are the stable DW conguration. 10 We measured HR
pairs with two dierent width gradients and two dierent symmetry arrangements: The HRs
in each pair are oriented with their vertices towards each other, so that the width gradient is
either along the same direction as seen in the pair on the left of Figure 1a) (point symmetry:
HR1 and HR3) or the opposite direction as seen in the right of Figure 1a) (axis symmetry:
HR2 and HR4). HR1 and HR2 have the same width gradient, as do HR3 and HR4 (details
see Methods). The structures are placed on top of a stripline, which generates a eld along
the axis connecting the vertices of both HRs when a current is owing (Figure 1a)). We
continuously excite the system with two subsequent short current pulses with alternating
direction as shown schematically on the gure. The delay between the pulses is 75 ns,
the period length 150 ns. During the excitation we image the magnetization dynamics of
the switching and DW nucleation processes using time-resolved SEMPA as described in
Refs. 42, 43.

Curvature Dependent Chirality of Nucleated Vortex Walls
First we demonstrate the technologically relevant high reliability of VW chirality control in
our geometry by looking at the remnant state of the magnetization during the periods of the
pump-probe excitation cycle when the eld is not applied. The chirality of the nucleated VW
strongly depends on the combination of the HR curvature and the direction of the nucleating
B-eld. This can be seen in Figure 2, which presents the magnetic steadystate conguration
that is measured in the short time frame between the pulses with opposite eld direction for
the dierent samples during the dynamic imaging process. The experimental magnetization
images of the samples with axis symmetry (HR2 and HR4) show the same chiralities for the
nucleated VWs at the vertices of both the upper and lower HRs. Here VW nucleation occurs
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only after one of the eld pulses. In the case of point-symmetrically arranged HRs (HR1
and HR3) the chiralities of the generated VWs are opposite in the two HRs in each pair.
For the lower HR which has a xed orientation the chirality is for all structures the same
for a given eld direction. Comparing the center VWs of HR1 or HR3 in the time frames
after the −By pulse (tA ) and after the +By pulse (tB ) in Figure 2, it can be seen that the
VW chirality changes with the direction of the eld pulse. In the next section we will see
this conrmed also for HR4. The experimental results could be supported by micromagnetic
simulations (for details see Methods), showing the same correlation of the nucleated VW
chirality, geometry and magnetic eld direction.

H R1

H R2 H R3 H R4

tA

tB
y

x

Figure 2: Magnetic steadystate conguration for all HRs after the −By pulse (tA ) and after
the +By pulse (tB ) obtained during the dynamic imaging with the application of the pulse
sequence. The x/y axes are shown in the bottom left corner. Some of the end domains
show unphysical magnetization congurations which can be interpreted as a superposition
of multiple states (encircled). The nucleated center VWs after the opposite magnetic eld
pulses at times tA and tB display clearly dierent contrast indicating dierent probabilities
of their nucleation process.
From the time-resolved imaging and simulations we also determine the dynamics of the
magnetic switching. A systematic summary of the VW chiralities and types (head-to-head
or tail-to-tail) depending on the HR curvature and the eld direction for all measured and
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simulated HR pair geometries, as well as the full details switching process, is given in the
supplemental information. The key results are summarized here. The process of VW formation does not occur simply via the motion of the initial end vortex but rather proceeds via
the nucleation and annihilation of multiple vortices and antivortices with dierent chirality.
The curvature acts to select a particular chirality of the resulting VWs with the vortices
with the non-supported chirality pushed to the edges where they annihilate. Considering
the state after the −By pulse (tA ), the upper and lower HRs with the width tapering from
the right to the left show a counter-clockwise chirality of the nucleated wall, while the HRs
with the width tapering from left to right show a clockwise chirality of the nucleated wall.
The wall chirality is reversed in all cases after a +By pulse (tB ).
In the dynamic imaging we observe pinning of the wall after the pulse is switched o
and subsequent expulsion of the wall at the inner edge of the HR during the application
of the next, reverse, pulse. This leads to the state following successive pulses alternating
between one with a DW in the center and one with no DW following annihilation, as seen
in Figure 2 for HR2 & HR3. However, while this dynamic scheme is generally followed, our
results reveal that it is not reproduced with 100% reliability. Firstly, in some simulations
(see e.g. HRS1 and HRS2 videos in supplemental material), instead of DW pinning we
observe DW motion towards the narrower end of the HR driven by the width gradient. In
this case, the following pulse can nucleate a new VW. Secondly, taking a closer look at the
dynamically obtained experimental images in Figure 2 we can identify some puzzling features.
One discrepancy can be noted with some of the end domain structures. If we compare the
steadystate image of HR1 in Figure 2, obtained by pump probe imaging between pulses
over many pulse excitation cycles, to the corresponding completely static image in Figure 1
obtained without any excitation, we see strong dierences. The encircled states in HR1
and also HR3 in Figure 2 are not the expected vortex structure and at rst sight look like
unexpected high energy congurations that are not ux closure states, thereby having a
large stray eld energy and which also comprise many changes in magnetization direction,
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as seen by the color changes, thereby also having a large exchange energy cost. We nd we
can not reproduce such states by micromagnetics. Additionally there is strongly diering
contrast of the nucleated VW after the negative magnetic eld pulse compared with the
contrast after the positive pulse, as can be seen e.g. by comparing the frames tA and tB
of HR1 & HR3 in Figure 2. We postulate that these unexpected features are a result of
the employed dynamic pump-probe imaging scheme that integrates over many cycles of the
excitation. If the HRs exhibit competing magnetic states and switching pathways then these
are superimposed in the resulting images, resulting in either reduced contrast or unphysical
apparent magnetic congurations. In conventional analysis further details concerning the
origin and prevalence of such dierent congurations and dynamics are not extracted from
such pump-probe imaging. However in the next section, we show that with our analysis
method it is indeed possible to characterize such stochastically changing dynamic pathways
which are crucial to the device operation reliability.

Switching Pathways
To envision devices based on deterministic DW dynamics, the magnetic states and the switching pathways need to be controllable with high reliability. Furthermore, if multiple pathways
exist, one must have means to analyze them individually as well as the probabilities of changing between the switching pathways. In order to investigate the reliability of VW nucleation
dynamics in HR1-4 we take advantage of the fact that the SEMPA acquisition consists of
the addition of many subsequent high speed scans of the eld of view, which individually
provide a wealth of information that is typically not used: While the nal videos show all
occurring switching pathways superimposed in one movie, the single scans capture details of
single pathways that are not changing over the millisecond timescale used as the acquisition
time for a pixel in an individual scan. To see this, we next look at images that are the time
integration over a whole excitation period for a particular scan across the sample. When
we plot this average magnetization integrated over the whole excitation period, we see that
9

there are two switching pathways superimposed. The acquisition time for a single scan is
lower than the typical time between changes of the switching pathways for HR4, so that we
can disentangle both pathways as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: a) Single scan images of HR4. The SEMPA images show the integrated magnetization over the full excitation period. The three shown images (pw2, pw2/1 and pw1)
are subsequent scans. Comparing the left scan with the right scan, it is obvious that the
magnetization of the HRs has changed in the narrower part, indicating a change back from
pathway 2 (pw2) to pathway 1 (pw1). During the acquisition of the lower HR in scan pw2/1,
a change between the two switching pathways took place from pathway 2 to pathway 1, leading to the abrupt change in contrast, as indicated by an arrow. Abrupt contrast changes in
the end vortex can be seen in the magnied image section. b) The graph shows the changes
between pathways for each of the 400 single scans, which were acquired over a total time of
about 11 h. c) The steadystate magnetization SEMPA images of the two possible pathways
just before the eld pulses after disentangling both pathways (c.f. Figure 2)
Here the SEMPA single scan images (Figure 3a)) which show the magnetization integrated over a full excitation period for successive scans of the sample show opposite xdirection contrast in the narrower part of the wire for dierent scans, indicating dierent
switching pathways at these dierent times. During the acquisition of the middle scan of
Figure 3a) a change between the pathways occurred, as visible from the abrupt change in
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contrast indicated by the red arrow. The probability and time scale of these two switching
processes is shown in Figure 3b). After determining which scans belong to which pathway,
the scans can be added together to make two nal movies which each show a single pathway.
Now we get two separate movies and can analyze the two pathways individually. Figure 3c)
shows, in analogy to Figure 2, the dynamically measured steadystates in HR4 after the

−By pulse (tA ) and after the +By pulse (tB ) for the two pathways (pw1, pw2), revealing additional information that cannot be obtained from conventional imaging and analysis: First,
for pathway 2 (pw2) we see VW nucleation by the negative eld pulse, which is not obvious
in Figure 2 (HR4 tB ) due to the lower probability of this pathway. Second, as described
before, we see that a vortex wall only remains at the HR center after one of the two pulses
for a given pathway and that the pulse after which this occurs switches for the two pathways.
This allows for a more detailed comparison of both pathways as well as additional information such as the determination of the VW velocities, which is provided in the supplemental
material.
Close inspection of the end vortices also reveals statistically signicant rows of white
pixels in the otherwise dark end domain (magnied in Figure 3a)) which can be attributed
to switching of the end vortex chirality for dierent excitation cycles as well. There is a
certain probability for the end domain state to switch when it renucleates on removal of
the eld, however as described in the supplementary information the chirality of the end
domain does not change the chirality of the nal nucleated domain wall in the centre of the
wire. The timescale and probabilities of the possible end domain states dier from those for
the two switching pathways and are therefore not correlated to the changing between the
two pathways of the VW nucleation that we discussed above. Also note that the individual determination of switching pathways is limited by the necessary integration time. For
instance at room temperature for HR1 and HR2 the allocation of the individual scans to
a particular switching pathway is not possible because of a much higher pathway changing
frequency. Here the changing between pathways is still present but manifests itself as a
11

streaky magnetization pattern in the single scans, as can be seen in the images in Figure 4.
However we can still identify that the changing of the pathways in the upper and lower HR
is coupled, with no cases observed when only one DW was present in the HR center. Having
established the presence of multiple pathways, the nal step is to identify the origin of the
changes between the switching pathways. To this end in the next section the dependency of
pathway switching on the orientation of the adjacent HRs and on temperature is studied to
identify the mechanism that leads to the change in switching pathway.

HR2

HR1

Figure 4: Topographic image of HR1 and HR2 with overlay of the SEMPA single scan
x magnetization images of HR1/2 integrated over the whole excitation period. For HR2,
where the HRs are arranged in axis symmetry, the changes between the pathways are much
less frequent than for the point symmetric HR1, where the time between the change in the
pathway is of the same order as the pixel dwell time of the scanning electron beam (2 ms).
The symmetry point/ axis are indicated in red.

Prevalence of Dierent Pathways
Comparing the single scan SEMPA x-component images of HR1-4 in Figures 3 and 4, it
is obvious that the changes from one pathway to the other occur more often for the HR
pairs which are arranged in a point-symmetric manner (HR1, HR3). While for HR4 the
time between the change of pathways is on the order of minutes or even hours, as shown in
Figure 3 (the acquisition time for a single scan image is 100 s followed by a short processing
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time required by the software), in HR3 at the same temperature (340 K) the time between the
events that change the pathway is only a few ms (c.f. Figure 5). The same holds for HR1 and
HR2 with a higher width gradient. Here the overall frequency of pathway change is strongly
increased (Figure 4), so that in HR1 the streaky pattern is no longer visible and the changing
between the pathways now only resembles enhanced noise. In general, the rare event leading
to the change in pathway occurs more often in HR1 and HR2, where the width gradient is
higher than for HR3 and HR4. In the micromagnetic simulations HRS1&2 (provided in the
supplemental materials) VW nucleation after both eld pulses in the same period is seen as
a result of automotion of the VW towards the narrow end of the HR as the eld pulse is
removed. This provides hints for the mechanism for pathway changing in the experiment:
While usually the VW is pinned in the center in the experimental system, thermal activation
during the relaxation can on rare occasions overcome the dynamic pinning and yield rare
automotion events that then lead to the change in the pathway. A quantitative analysis of
even this rarely occurring mechanism is possible by counting the number of pathway changes
in a certain time, as enabled by our analysis method.
To investigate the eect of thermal activation we performed temperature-dependent measurements of HR3. Due to Joule heating the sample heats up to 340 K during the excitation
when no sample cooling is employed (see Methods). For HR3 the measurement was repeated
for a cryostat temperature of 158 K. The dynamics of the dierent pathways did not change
signicantly, but the relative frequency of the dierent pathways following the two pulses
and therefore the frequency of changes between pathways was considerably dierent. In
Figure 5a) single scans of the x-spin asymmetry are presented, overlayed on the topography
image. The jumps in the contrast indicate the change of the magnetization direction associated with the change in the switching pathway, as shown in the line scans in Figure 5b).
The dwell time at one pixel during the scan is 2 ms, so that the full line scan covers a time
span of 70 ms. The data are integrated over 5.8 billion excitation periods with the event
leading to a change in pathway occurring 2.2 times more often at 340 K compared to 158 K,
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indicating thermally excited depinning of the DW. From the single scan images it is possible
to quantify the frequency of pathway changes despite the very low probability for the rare
event leading to pathway changes being on the order of 10−5 . For HR4 the automotion
probability is even much lower, being 10−9 . From a histogram containing the pixel values of
the SEMPA image in all acquired scans in the selected region of interest in the narrower part
of the HR (Figure 5a)), two Gauss curves can be tted to reveal the relative occurrence of
both pathways, which can be estimated by comparing the area under the Gauss t as shown
in Figure 5c). It is revealed that pathway 1 occurs less often at 158 K compared to 340 K,
or in other words pathway 2 is more stable.

Figure 5: Temperature dependence of the probability of the two pathways in HR3. a)
Topographic image of HR3 with overlay of SEMPA single scan x magnetization images of
HR3 integrating over all adopted magnetic states during the whole excitation period at
dierent temperatures. b) A line scan of the magnetization contrast as indicated by the
lines in a). Note the dierent time scales as compared to the corresponding graph for HR4
in Fig. 3 in the main paper, since changing of the pathways occurs much more frequently in
this arrangement. Blue background indicates asymmetry values corresponding to pathway
1 (pw1), black corresponds to pathway 2 (pw2). c) A double Gauss t to the asymmetry
values in the shown region of interest in a), revealing the overall relative occurrence of the
two pathways.
In general the VWs pin after nucleation at the center of the HRs. Thermal activation
can release them from this local minimum in the potential. 4750 The energy barrier which
needs to be overcome to release the VW from the kinetic pinning potential can be calculated
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using the Arrhenius law τ = τ0 · exp(∆E/kB T ). While the attempt frequency strongly
depends on the magnetic eld 51 and the detailed energy landscape, 52 it can be assumed
to be temperature-independent. The empirical probability P for pathway switching was
determined from the intensity jumps in the single scan asymmetry image ROIs (regions of
interest) of HR3 at 340 K and 158 K for the upper HR `U' and the lower HR `L', which can
be seen in Figure 5. The ratio of the rate constants τ for both temperatures can be set equal
to the inverse ratio of the empirical probabilities P for 340 K and 158 K. This in the end
yields an energy barrier height of 3.1 × 10−21 J for HR3 `U' and 3.0 × 10−21 J for HR3 `L'.
This corresponds to a temperature between 217 K and 225 K. Note that our extraction of
the energy barrier relies only on two measured temperatures as the aim is here to show what
insights our measurement scheme can provide. For a more precise and robust determination
of the energy barriers, one would measure more temperatures to obtain a robust t of the
Arrhenius law and reduce the error. However this is beyond the scope of the current work.
If the DW has overcome this barrier during the dynamics and moved far enough before
the next Oersted eld pulse starts, it will not annihilate with the newly forming vortex of
opposite chirality in the wider part of the wire. The interaction between the DWs that
depends not only on the magnetic charge but also on their spin structure can help or impede
to overcome this energy barrier (c.f. supplemental materials). Therefore as a result of the
automotion, the switching pathway has changed. If the automotion only leads to a small
displacement of the VW, for instance due to pinning or interaction with the DW in the
adjacent wire, a more complicated behaviour, which is a mixture of the other cases, can
occur.
While the results reveal stochastic changes to the switching pathway they nonetheless
show reliable control of the chirality of the nucleated VW. Depending on the curvature and
the relative direction of the applied eld, VWs with a specied chirality can be nucleated
independent of the end vortex chirality. The underlying mechanism is not simple motion
of the end vortex, but rather a complex successive nucleation of vortices and antivortices is
15

revealed. Thus the end vortex plays a role in determining the switching dynamics between a
state without a VW in the HR center and the state with a VW, but it does not change the
resulting spin structure chirality. The end vortices are stabilized by stray eld minimization.
Nevertheless, the end vortex chirality is found to change, as revealed by white stripes in
the dark end domains in Figure 3a). This shows the limitations of a previously suggested
approach for reliable spin structure rectication by end domains. 28 Also this explains the
appearance of the apparent complex end domain patterns for HR1 and HR3 seen in Figure 2
which are not physical and instead correspond to a a superposition of dierent vortex states
with opposite chirality. This indicates a possible thermally assisted expulsion of the vortex
core with a subsequent re-nucleation with changed chirality. Similar to the previously discussed energy barrier, the size of the thermal activation barrier for this expulsion process
determines the frequency of the end domain chirality change in the experiment. We additionally nd that the HRs exhibit multiple switching pathways due to thermally activated
changes of the dynamics. The frequency of changing between pathways is found to be larger
in HRs with a higher width gradient and for the case of point-symmetric orientation. This
is consistent with an explanation based on DW automotion away from the center of the
wire, as observed in the simulations (c.f. supplemental videos of single and paired HRs)
and described above. A higher width gradient favors automotion of the VW towards the
narrower end of the wire to reduce the domain wall energy. 18 In the videos showing the
magnetization dynamics, which average over all excitation periods during the measurement
time, automotion is not directly visible. This is to be expected, since the automotion is
related to the change in the switching pathway and hence is a relatively rare event and it
is not captured in the dynamic movies which require highly reproducible dynamics. Overall
we have observed a wide range of timescales for the stochastic processes in the device, from
changes occurring less than every 1 in 109 excitation cycles for HR4, to changes occurring
with a probability on the order of 10−5 for HR3. Yet with dierent analysis approaches we
have been able to disentangle key details of these rare events and the process stochasticity
16

in each case, highlighting the versatility of our approach. This orders of magnitude change
in the stochasticity is aorded by tuning the geometry, width gradient and temperature,
taking advantage of competing interactions in the system including geometry driven DW
automotion and DW attraction. This concept of tunable DW dynamics could potentially
even be leveraged for useful functionality in the eld of neuromorphic computing where such
tunable stochasticity can be employed. 53

Conclusion
In summary we have studied competing magnetic states and stochastic switching pathways
in a typical magnetic geometry consisting of two Permalloy HRs using time-resolved SEMPA
imaging and micromagnetic simulations and we have identied the key factors that govern
the switching mechanism. In the particular samples investigated, multiple switching pathways are possible: Thermally activated changes between pathways occur and we identify
automotion as the mechanism that mediates transitions from one switching pathway to another. The chosen experimental technique provides particular insights into these thermally
assisted switching processes and their reliability. By looking at the individual subsequent
scans extensive additional information was gained, including information about less probable pathways and even rare events that lead to the pathway changing, which is hidden in
conventional pump-probe acquisition and analysis. This allowed us to analyze the statistics of the mechanisms and nd, depending on the orientation of the two HRs, a greater
or smaller stability of the switching pathway due to DW interaction that helps or impedes
DW automotion along the wire width gradient. Temperature dependent measurements conrm the impact of thermal energy on DW automotion and pathway changes and allow us
to quantify the energy barrier between dierent switching pathways. The work presents a
special approach to determine the reliability of magnetization switching pathways and detect
even quantitatively rare events resulting in a change of the dynamics. These advances in
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dynamic magnetization imaging with SEMPA further help to establish the technique as an
attractive lab-based alternative to the more commonly applied synchrotron x-ray imaging
methods with additionally added functionality. Further we nd that the curvature of the
structures, in combination with the applied eld direction, determines the chirality of the
nucleated VW and we demonstrate the high-degree of reproducibility of preferential chirality
DW nucleation via curvature. This represents another example of the growing employment
of curvilinear phenomena in magnetism. The combination of an easily manufacturable device
design with a highly reliable mechanism for nucleating VWs with the appropriate chirality
could be a major step towards production maturity of chirality-based logic devices. Furthermore it is even possible that the observed tunable stochasticity could be actively employed
in the wider context of neuromorphic computing.

Methods
Sample Fabrication
Ni80 Fe20 (Permalloy/ Py) HRs were produced on a stripline for generating a current-induced
Oersted eld. The samples were fabricated in a two-step electron beam lithography lift-o
process: First the stripline was patterned using a MMA-PMMA double layer resist. The 8 µm
wide stripline consists of a Ta(4 nm) [CuN(16 nm)Ta(4 nm)]x3 stack deposited in a Singulus
Rotaris sputter deposition system. This stack was chosen because of its optimized low mean
surface roughness of about 0.4 nm (determined by atomic force microscopy) and appropriate
resistance for current pulse injection (approx. 82 Ohm). In a second lithography step the
magnetic structures were patterned using a PMMA single layer. 30 nm Py was deposited
via

electron-beam evaporation in a chamber with a low base pressure of 10−9 mbar. The

HR has an outer diameter of 5.5 µm. The width of the HR is gradually decreased from one
rectangular end to the tapered end. The inner radius is 2 µm. Samples with two dierent
gradients have been investigated. For sample HR1 and HR2 the width in the narrowest part
18

is 300 nm, while for HR3 and HR4 it is 500 nm. The HRs are arranged in axis or point
symmetry pairs on the stripline (Fig. 1).

Experimental Details
We imaged the magnetization dynamics in the half rings with a scanning electron microscope
with polarization analysis (SEMPA) system that has a time resolution of less than 2 ns. 42
Two current pulses with opposite polarity through the stripline act on the magnetization by
generating a magnetic eld of ±15 mT. The eld was calculated by detecting the voltages
before and after the sample with pick-o tees. The pulse length was 21 ns and the rise/fall
time 8 ns with a period length of 150 ns. For SEMPA imaging, the sample has to be kept
at a xed potential, which can be done using a push pull circuit with antisymmetric driving
voltage. 43 The acquisition was performed by sampling the period time of 150 ns in 75 equally
spaced 2 ns-bins, i.e. each detector signal is assigned to one of these time windows. During
the imaging, the excitation was applied continuously. To avoid distortions in the image due
to thermal drift we used a high scan speed of 500 pixel per second and scanned the eld of
view multiple times. A single SEMPA scan integrates the signal of 13000 excitation periods
in every pixel. During post-processing all the counts for every detector channel and pixel are
added after cross-correlation alignment of the pictures, so that the nal movie averages over

107 periods. The EHT voltage of the primary electron beam was 7.5 kV, the beam current
3 nA. To have improved magnetic contrast, the samples were milled in situ with 1 keV Ar
ions and a thin (5 Å) iron layer was deposited on top. 54 Variable temperature imaging is
performed using a liquid helium ow cryostat thermally coupled to the sample reception.
The sample temperature is measured by a Pt100 resistor directly on the sample stage.

Simulation Details
The micromagnetic simulations were performed using the MICROMAGNUM code. 55 The
initial state was set equal to the observed steadystate before the +By eld pulse by initial19

izing the magnetic chirality of the HR as well as of the end vortex of the HR. The system was
subsequently relaxed until the torques in the system were below a threshold. The dimensions
of the simulated HRs are the same as those used in the experiment. The material parameters
used for the simulation of the magnetization dynamics are the typical values for Permalloy:
exchange stiness A = 1.3 × 10−11 J/m, saturation magnetization MS = 800 × 103 A/m,
damping parameter α = 0.008, no net magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and the cell size of

5 nm × 5 nm × 30 nm. 18
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 Supplemental information (PDF)
 SEMPA and simulation movies:

 HR1 pw2 150 ns (340K)
 HR2 pw2 150 ns (339K)
 HR3 pw2 150 ns (340K)
 HR3 pw2 150 ns (158K)
 HR4 pw1 150 ns (340K)
 HR4 pw2 150 ns (340K)
 HRS1 pw2 109 ns
 HRS2 pw2 96 ns
 HRS3 pw2 113 ns
 HRS4 pw1 114 ns
 HRS4 pw2 90 ns
 HRS2single pw2 126 ns
 HRS4single pw2 110 ns
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